Name___________________________

Name___________________________

Reading Homework

Reading Homework

Letters Home from Yosemite

Letters Home from Yosemite

Read the vocabulary words and definitions.
Find each word while reading the story.

Read the vocabulary words and definitions.
Find each word while reading the story.

Vocabulary:

Vocabulary:

1. glacier: a great mass of ice that
moves very slowly down a mountain or
along a valley, or spreading very slowly
over a land area
2. impressive: able to impress the mind,
feelings, conscience
3. naturalist: a person who studies
living things
4. preserve: to keep from harm or
change; protect
5. slopes: land that goes up or down at
an angle
6. species: a set of related living things
that share certain characteristics
7. wilderness: a wild region with few or
no people living in it

1. glacier: a great mass of ice that
moves very slowly down a mountain or
along a valley, or spreading very slowly
over a land area
2. impressive: able to impress the mind,
feelings, conscience
3. naturalist: a person who studies
living things
4. preserve: to keep from harm or
change; protect
5. slopes: land that goes up or down at
an angle
6. species: a set of related living things
that share certain characteristics
7. wilderness: a wild region with few or
no people living in it
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Parent Signature

Turn over for Comprehension

Turn over for Comprehension

Reading Homework

Reading Homework

Letters Home from Yosemite

Letters Home from Yosemite

Read pp. 116-127

Read pp. 116-127

Answer the comprehension questions.

Answer the comprehension questions.

1. What clue lets you know that this
story took place recently? ___________

1. What clue lets you know that this
story took place recently? ___________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

2. Which of the following is a
statement of fact? (Circle one)

2. Which of the following is a
statement of fact? (Circle one)

(a) The view at the glacier to awesome.

(a) The view at the glacier to awesome.

(b) My favorite place was Yosemite
Valley.

(b) My favorite place was Yosemite
Valley.

(c) I could also see El Capitan and Half
Dome.

(c) I could also see El Capitan and Half
Dome.

3. How did people travel to Badger
Pass in 1855?

3. How did people travel to Badger
Pass in 1855?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

4. What might bears do at a campsite
if they smell food?
___________________________________________

4. What might bears do at a campsite
if they smell food?
___________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

